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� A triple point lowering system
� Three support lines are considered as vectors and are 

broken down into a horizontal and vertical component, 
hence “Tri-vect”

� It requires� It requires
� 3 Static lowering lines

� 3 High points

� 3 Lowering devices
� An ability to pretension lines and measure the inline tension



� Site
� William Ricketts Sanctuary

� Clay sculptures set about E. regnans forest

� Holds “historical, social, aesthetic, scientific and spiritual 
importance to Victoria”

� “Opposing Pendulums”
� Combined development by Graeme & Alan McMahon 

� Uses two lines

� High points need to oppose each other, either side of the 
tree being removed



� An upcoming removal did not meet the opposing 
highpoints requirement of “Opposing Pendulums”
� Trivect was developed to solve the problem

� Displaced loads could be released, and remain static

� Combined development of Graeme and Angus � Combined development of Graeme and Angus 
McMahon







� HPx = High Point 

� LPx = Low Point

� Tx = Tension

� W = Load / Weight
This acts downward on the y axis only� This acts downward on the y axis only



• The goal is to find 
the angle of HP4, so 
we can plug it into our 
Opposing Pendulums 
formula

T3 is the tension of the third line. 



� WLP4

� LP4,HP4

� <LP4,W



� Finding the difference between the Hypotenuse of LP1 
and LP2  
� The angles are compass bearings derived from N as zero.

� Solve the length of WLP4 



� As with finding the base of LP4, we are now trying to 
find the difference between the height of the two lines 
each side.



� System needs to be rotated and T3 needs to be 
recalculated for the other two legs.

� The formula requires T3 to be at 180 degrees
� Software does this in iterations

� This allows easier programming, as we can write a single � This allows easier programming, as we can write a single 
function that handles finding “T3”

� Vector mathematics would probably not require this
� If describing the vectors in a matrix, it would require less 

steps and be simpler to program

� More difficult to describe, as it uses mathematics quite 
different to trigonometry



• Even though the program puts out accurate figures, it relies on the 
load estimation being reasonably accurate
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� Access to canopy (70m x 3)

� Pretension systems

� Lowering options

� Redirect on ground

� Direction of lowering line from highpoint

� Communications

� Colour coding lines



� Weight calculations should consider species weight per volume
� The angle can be measured from the vertical or the horizontal, 

care should be taken when entering these figures into the 
formula

� Convert dry and wet weights in estimation
� In green E. regnans change in weight at water line should be 

taken into considerationtaken into consideration
� Displaced heads cause butt swing
� Highpoint displacements and loadings

� Deadwood
� Deflection
� Heads coming together

� Size of landing zone
� Consequence for miscalculation




